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TO THE TEACHER:

Presented here are ideas for multidisciplinary environmental edu-

cation. The objectives of the ideas and methods suggested are clearly

stated. The overall objective is to provide you, the teacher, with an

aid in the development of your approach to teaching for and about the

environment. These are not learning packages designed to be applied ver-

batim, but suggestions for ideas and methods that will enable you to

develop learning packages. The contents of this report represent only

the first treatment of the idea. It is published in this form in order

that teachers may have an opportunity to experiment with it.

You will have to design your personal approach to environmental

education. You are an environmental educator now, whether you realize

it or not, because the environment is all around you and you are teaching

about the environment that surrounds both you and your students. The

state of the environment indicates that there is something wrong with the

way in which you have learned to perceive and behave relative to the

environment, and with the way you are teaching others to learn and behave

in their environment today.

The ideas presented here are examples of ways in which you can in-

corporate environmentally beneficial learnings into your curriculum. The

intent is not that you "add on" something specifically environmental to

your curriculum, but that you incorporate environmental learnings into

your treatments of the sUbject matter with which you haVe already been

dealing. The specific manner in which you treat your reaponsibility to



educate for environmental stewardship is up to you. It is hoped that

these and many other ideas will help you in your effort to understand the

meaning of "environmental education" and its implications for you as a

teacher and as a human organism.

The environmental education development project of which this report

is a part is an ongoing one, and it is hoped that all who attempt to use

the report will participate in the project by reporting the results of

their efforts to the project staff. The staff will compile the ideas and

methods collected. This will enable all working on the development of

environmental education to share each other's work and will promote the

spirit of cooperation essential to the success of any project as broad as

this one.

Please report the methods and results derived from your use of

this report to:

John Miles, Director
Environmental Education Project
Huxley College of Environmental

Studiec
Bellingham, Washington 98225

Thank you.
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A STUDY OF PATTERNS AND TREE SUCCESSION
AS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

OBJECTIVES

1. To recognize the interrelatedness of all areas of knowledge.

2. To develop personal patterns of behavior and attitudes:

reflecting and personalizing observation
of natural patterns;

learning to value objects through perception of
their place in patterns, i.e., natural balanced
systems, such as interdependent communities which
evolve through patterns of biotic succession, and
similar organizations of the world.

3. To develop a pattern in learning itself by introducing students

to a learning strategy.

4. To provide specific environmentally significant learnings in math,

social studies, art, science, music, and language arts.

5. To develop a teaching strategy that may be applied sequentially as

a student increases his knowledge a-ld understanding of his environ-

ment.



ACTIVITIES

2

CLASSROOM) (OBSERVATION SITE)

IP
CLASSRO M .

PATTERNS

Introduction Observation Application to
1. 1. student values
3. 3, 2.

5. 4. 6.

6.

TREE SUCCESSION

Introduction Observation Application to
2. 1. student values
4. 3. 2.

4. 6.
5.

In each of the above subjects, the final goal will be the ability

of the student to apply the knowledge gained about natural processes to

their personal behavior in human and natural systems and how these systems

can, and must, be in balance. In achieving this &lel, all subject areas

are used. The subject skills used for each of the three steps are indi-

cated by the numbers on the above chart.

1. 'Math

2: Social Studies

3. Art

4. Science

5. Music

6. Language Arts



PATTERNS
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I. BASIC PATTERNS

A. Art forms

1. shape and balance
2. focus
3. size
4. color

B. Numbers

1. odd:and evenseries
_

2. baSe:.ten :pattern

3. TPPetit*On of digits
. _ , _

4. formuIas

. Music

1. scales
2. Chords
3. rhythms
4. themes

II. PATTERNS IN NATURE

A. Shape

1. constellatians
2.. leaf vein-structure

.
3. balance (symaletrical or asymmetrical)

B. Textures

1. bark characterization
2. rocks
3. protective textures

C. Colors

*1. seasonal changes in PIantS
2. protection-:for animaleH

3. depth percePtion

D. Temporal

seasofiS

Z. tilMe inVolved LU SucCesSio

3.
.,

cyalef

Spatial

1. animal territories
2. spacing between trees for sunlight
3. leaf or needle spacing
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III. ABSTRACT PAITERNS

A. Community

6

1. building shapes
2. construction materials
3. .road designs
4. language patterns

B. Personality

1. cultural patterns And:tradirtions
2. traits, actiOna',.. andlaersOnal habits
3. mental attitudea,:beliefs and values hold in

Common by members of a grOUp.
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PATTERNS

In the lower grades, patterns can be used as a tool to help the

student learn about and appreciate his surroundings. The ability to rec-

ognize patterns will help the student make his own discoveries outside

of the classroom. Petterns can be seen in his community and in his family

life, as well as in his own habits.

Perceptual ikills are important to the student as he works with

patterns. For example, sight is used to discover color. Sight and touch

are used to discover texture, and hearing finds patterns in sound. Re-

peated patterns and abstract patterns such as cycles of nature or commun-

ity designs (building shapes, road patterns), use combinations of all the

senses. As the exercises with patterns are followed and expanded, there

should be a continual emphasis on sensory perception.

At first the class can work with very simple patterns of shape.

Circles, squares, triangles, and line patterns can be used for art proj-

ects. These same shapes can then be found at the observation site and

recorded. The teacher should help direct the observation by open-ended

discussion. Are some shapes more numerous than others? Why are specific

shapes used in nature, e.g., could the seed of a dandelion catch the wind

better if it were shaped differently? Further motivation can be provided

back at the classroom by projects which find and compare more shapes in

the student's environment.

After the pattetns Of shape have been

be worked With in the same way. Fitst,-Work

used through repetition of artistic designs

well developedi nuMbers:.can

with the:waya.numbers are

and in liath. Patterns. Then
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at the observation site, find evidence of things that came in pairs or

other consistent cambinations. Also, sizes of various kinds of needles

and leaves can be measured. Do these measurements follow a pattern?

Why do these numbers follow patterns? Keep records of population sizes,

e.g., of birds, mushrooms, snails, etc. The classes can maintain these

for a given site from year to year during a given period of time. These

records can also be used to find number patterns. Post-site projects can

again be used to find how numbers affect the student's environment. Dis-

cussion questions might include, "Are there certain sized groups in which

you feel most camfortable? Haw maany people live in your community? How

many people live in the largest city nearby, and how do the sizes of the

two areas compare?"

The same sequence is followed with color, texture, and sound.

First, finding as many examples of the pattern as possible, and doing

projects to become familiar with these examples. Second, the on-site ex-

perience would lead to other discoveries of the same type of patterns and

should explore the reasons why this color, texture, or sound is chosen by

nature. Third, the post-site projects and discussions lead to an under-

standing of how the student can relate similar patterns to his own surround-

ings.



ACTIVITIES
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(CLASSROOM)

PATTERNS

Introduction
1.

3.

5.

1. Math

2. Social Studies

3. Art

4. Science

5. Music

6. Language Arts

(OBSERVATION SITE) (CLASSROOM)

Observation
1.

3,

4.

6.

Application to
.studen.4 values
2.

6.

,71
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PRE-SITE WORK WITH PATTERNS (MATH)

Activity

On the school playground the students can learn to measure and

mark off a large square. To find the number of steps in one hundred

feet, they can follow this sequence:

1. Mark off 100 feet on the school playground.,

2. Walk that distance three times, counting the number of
steps that it takes each time.

3. Wtite in your journal

nuMber of steps the first time

number of steps the second time

number of steps the third time

total number of steps

4. Divide the total number of steps by 3 to'find. the average
number of steps in 100 feet, and add:this to your journal
record.

5. Check your new.step measurement bY marking a 100 foot
-square in a new place on the playground and then check

it with a yardstick.

Later, at the observation site, this technique can be used to mea-

sure a 100 foot square and to find the number of trees in this area.

,Other populations, such. O8 the number and kind of ,birds or MUshrodms in a

given lop foot square., could be Measured and recOrded to_find seasonal

changes of the area being-stUdied.

,
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PRE7SITE WORK WITH PATTERN.S (ART)

Activity

The following activity can be done by the class as a whole or

can be done by each student individually.

Draw one side of the classroan, using only four basic shapes--

the Square, rectangle, triangle, and circle; put in only as much detail

as You can by using these four shapes. When this is done, count the num-

ber of squares, rectangles, triangles, and circles used in the draWing.
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PRE-SITE WORK WITH PATTERNS (MUSIC)

Activity

Color can be used as an introduction to finding patterns within

major scales. Beginning with the C major scale, a color is given to

each note of the scale. Right away the students should notice that

after every seven notes the colors repeat themselves. For each new scale

introduced, the eighth color is always the same as the first and the

series begins again.

This pattern can be developed to show not only the octave patterns,

but also the half,7steps and chords.

Discussion

What is it about music that helps you tell one song from another?

Are gome sounds easier to recognize than others? Why? How.do sounds.af-

feet the way you feel? What is the difference between sounds and noise?'

What sounds do you hear most often? What kinds of noisedp you hear most

often?



ACTIVITIES
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(CLASSR0010

PATTERNS

Introduction
1,

3.

5.

1. Math

2. Social Studies

3. Art

4. Science

5. Music

6. Language Arts

(OBSERVATION SITE) (CLASSRCOM)

Observation
1.

3.
4.

6.

Application to
student values
2.

6.
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OBSERVATION-SITE WORK WITH PATTERNS (MATH)

Activity

Divide the class into groups of four or five each. Then give

each group a measurthg tape and a piece of paper to record their measure-

menta, and assign each group one or more of the followdng headings. The

groups can then work on.making and recording ten measurements for eaCh

heading.

a. circumference of Douglas Fir trunk

b. diameter of alder leaves

c. length of hemlock needles

d. length of fir needles

e. distance between alder leaves

f. distance between fir trees

g. distance between alder trees

h. nuMber of Douglas Fir within a paced 25 foot square

Discussion

Read aloud the measurements taken by each group Can you find

patterns in the sizes and distances? Do these patterns serve a purpose?
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OBSERVATION-SITE WORK WITH PATIEBEs_smil

Activity

Conttruction paper cut into circles, squares, rectangles, and

triangles can be taken with you to the observation site. Xach ttudent

will need a piece of charcoal and each shape of conttruction paper..

At the site, let the students-spread out:and find objects.of each shape.

The object can be from:the macroi-system or from a mAcro.--system e.g.,

the circle may represent the,general hape of atree or thespore cases

on the underside of a sword:fern. Then, with the charcoal, each student

can sketch the objects which he finds on the paper repretenting that-shape.

Later, the same type of exercise could be done using irregular

shapes. Another postibility woUld be to have the student take a. piece of

construction paper to an old stump and while exploring the stump, cut out

the shapes found and write on the back a short description of the object.

Discussion

Which shape is found most commonly here at the observation site?

In the classroom, which shape did you find most often? In the community

in which you live? How does shape affect us? Would yau feel differently

if you were living in a round house instead of a rectangular house? Why?
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OBSERVATION-SITE WORK WITH PATTERNS SCIENCE

Discussion (Follow-up on Art Actixityl

Descrlbe one Of-the objects which you used in your observation-

site art project. What shape-was.it? Tell what purpose you think that

specifi&ahape Might have What advantages might ...tht,.phppe have over

-'6thrshaPes? What other living Objects dan'yoU think,of t4ap have a

shape fot a speCific-function? Canryouthink'of..any shapes innature that

dO not heyela purpose?

Discussion (F011ow-up on Math Adtivity)
_

What were some of the patterns that we found in the measuremenf

eXerdiSe? Why'arethe trees fairlyevenly spaced? What,advanta3eS would

distance-have? Do peOple space theMbelves in-thia way?. Why?

Why are the needles or leaveaon one type of tree all about the

same size? Do you .think they have certain functions which *are taken carer

of best by that particular size?
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Each student can keep a journal as a record of his observations

and information collected. Thie will be easiest if the class is given

a definite format to follow. The activities or observations may vary

with the students and this will be noted in the description section.

Name:

Date:

Time:

Weather:

Location:

Description:



ACTIVITIES

1 8

(CLASSROOM) (OBSERVATION SITE) (CLASSROOM)

PATTERNS

Introduction Observation Application to

1. 1. Student Values

3. 3. 2.

5. 4. b.

6.

1. Math

2. Social Studies

3. Art

4. Science

5. Music

6. Language Arts
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POST-SITE WORK WITH PATTERNI_SART AND LANGUAGE ARTS1,_

To value an object is to regularly or habitually feel a desire

for that object, When.I "like" something regularly, it has "value" to

me. People value patterns.; study of patterns provides you with an

opportunity to point out to the children that they have a set of "ltkes"

which is called a value systet.

Activity

Draw a picture of.the shape.o this room, desk, group, book,_ paper,

pencil, and anything else that comes in a schoolroom that you like. Write

a short explanation of why you feel this way.

Distuasion

What shapes do yoU like? po you alWays like a shape or do you like

it better in one place than in others? Why do you think you feel this Way

bout Shapes?

If you could choose the shape of this room and all of the things in

it, what shapes would you choose?

244
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POST-SITE WORK WITH PATTERNS (SOCIAL STUDIES)

Activity

Have each student cdmpare the shapes which are found in the class-

roam with the shapes which he found at the observation site.

Discussion

Which shapes occur most often in the classroaM? Is this the same

shape that occurred most Often at the observation site? Why or why not?

'HoW do shaPes affeat yOUrleelings? Can carefully:planned patterns or

shapeS chafige yout:CamMUnity?

This same kind of activity and discusSion can be done with patterns

of numbers, textures, and colors. As the students:become famillarwith

these concrete ideas Of'aimple patterns, worktoward more abstract ideas.

These might include repetition which they can find in the classroom sche-

dule, in their study habits, o in the changes of their activities through

the seasonal changes. Further recognition of patterns can develop out of

a study of their community.
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Why is each shape the best
for that Object? .Draw,other
shapes yOuImUld;find'in your
comthUnitY'rand explain the repsoiL

for these ShaPeal

26
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TREE SUCCESSION

BACKGROUND

Each forest has its awn story to tell. The story is ,one of many

communities working toward a final stable communiiy. The conditions of

a given region, the basic patterns of life, repeat themlves. The order

of events can be discovered and developments can be predicted. The stu-

dents must understand this succession of forest life if they are-going to

understand man s. relationship in the:balance of.nature.

Life that exists within this stable climax community varies with

the conditions of the area. On the Pacific coast there are forests of

fir, spruce, hemlock, cedar, and others of redwood. The Rocky Mountain

area is dominated by forests of pine, fir, and spruce. Moving to the mid-

west, we find that prairie grasses, not forests, are the most stable form

of vegetation. Long-leafed pine makes up the forests of the warmer areas

along the coasts of the south Atlantic and large forests of beech/maple

and oak/hickory dominate the eastern half of the United States.

Climax communities do not always stay the same, however. Some are

cleared for timber Or farm land. Othr coMmunities may be lost through

: landslides, fire orflooi4:when this OcoUra, a whole new Series of changes

will begin.

The student can become aware of man's relationship to the series of

changes which will always be working toward a climax community.

TO lOok at theAllhole foreSt deVelOpMentseries, we canHbegiwwith

an undisturbed open area. This akea could be the campletelyfilled-in
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bog area, or it might be the field of an abandoned farm. If this area is

in the Pacific northwest, it will be developing toward a fir, spruce, hem-

lock, and cedar community. The first plants to appear will be those that

tolerate direct sunlight. Many small plants such as grasses and dandelions

will grow during this stage. Maples and alders will be the first trees

that follow. As these develop, they prepare the way for those that will

replace them. A rich mulch on the ground is being built up by the dead

leaves and by the animals that are living in this community. New seeds

are brought in by wind animals and birds. When the soil and light con-

ditions are right hemlocks and the other conifers will begin to grow and

will then crowd out the alders which needed direct sunlight. Living and

dying trees and animals will remain in a definite pattern until some out-

side force disturbs this balance.

The students will be able to find many patterns exhibited by suc-

cession. The soil, sunlight, moisture, and temperature conditions are

predictable. A succession of plants and animals occurs in sequence. These

biotic elements organize themselves spatially, competing for sunlight and

moisture. There is, in short, a general, recurring organization of the

community.

Students can study these, patterna by analyzin&:Many parta:Of:it.

What plants occurl How far apart are they? HoW high are .ti.ey? 'When do

they grow the fastest? Why? They wilI alsO gtaduallY realize that the

patterns exist at all levels, and: in additiOn to the 'Ones mentioned above,

there are many cellular and minute organizational patterns. These could be

studied later as a follow-through for the activities described in the

following section.
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As the students work to discover the pattern in their own area,

many people in the community will be able to help them. Farners will let

them examine fields that have been recently plowed or that have been left

fallow for several years. Forest Service personnel can show the students

areas that have been cut at several different times. Perhaps they will

want to see an area cut during the last year, one logged five years ago,

another ten years old, and a virgin stand. An "old imer" in the area

may be able to tell the class how the area has changed during his lifetime.

On the trees of the community, the students will be able to

find many more relationships. Nests of various animals are protected by

the trees. Some are built at the base of the trunk, or in holes high on

the trunk, and some in the branches. Beetles may be living under the bark

of the trees and aphids and caterpillars on the leaves. Lichens or fungus

could be growing on the bark of these trees and ferns can be found where

moss and leaves are collecting on the damp trunk. The students should not

stop with the discovery of the tree relationships, but should go on to

analyze the reason why these relationships fit in with the community pat-

tern. For example, follow the pattern made by the bark beetle. Why do

you think it makes that pattern? How do you think the bark beetle lives?

Even more discoveries can be found on a log or stump after the

tree has fallen. Many pIants and bugsWill be helping the breakdown of:

the N400d into new soil. More animal hones can be found here toO. Skunks

or bear may make their homes in the hollow trunk. 'A fox's den May be in

the hole where the ro6ts once were, and many smaller insects will be living

under the bark or in the damp leaves at the base' of the
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(CLASSROOM) (OBSERVATION SITE)

-->
(CLASSROOM),

TREE SUCCESSION

Introduction Observation Application to

2. 1. student values

4. a. 2.

4. 5.

6.

Math

Social Studies

Art

Science

. Music

6. Language Arts
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PRE-SITE WORK WITH TREE SUCCESSION_SSOCIAL STUDIES)

Activity

Classes can keep a record of the changes of the land in their

area by collecting news articles and making a scrapbook for the room.

At the very beginning of the year, start the project by telling the stu-

dents some of the very early history of the area around the school and

have them discuss how the area must have changed to its present status.

If you know some old timer from the area, have him come in and relate to

the class what the area used to be like.

Then bring in some news articles which show some present changes

such as new buildings or highways in the area, a landslide, flood or earth-

quake, and ask them all to see if they can find one article from the news-

paper to show some change in the area. Once they catch on to the type of

articles needed they can bring them in on their own initiative and write

their names and dates beside each addition to the scrapbook.

Later in the year, a national land change section and:an intei-

national land-thange seCtiOn can be added.. The area for your grade level

in social Studies can also be stressed in'thabOok

32,
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PRE-SITE WORK WITH TREE SUCCESSION (SCIENCE

Activity

In the area around the school, see how many different types of

trees the class can find. Stop at each new tree and haye the students

describe the branching pattern the general shape of the tree, the leaf

vein pattern, or arrangement-of the needles and the texture and color

of the bark. At lirst, only the description of the tree's characteris-

tics is needed-, not the-identification. Also involve the, whole class in

.describing the type of area in which the tree is growing. For instance,

it 'could be growtng on a dry hillside or at the edge of a river, in open

sunlight, or in a spot shaded by other taller:trees.

The objective here is to have the students able to describe all of

the characteristics of a tree and not only the leaves or needles. Also

the students should realize an&be able to list several different types

of growing conditions in 'which differenttrees exist,

Student Project:,

,Each Of the. Students should create,Thip:own prOject in which hE

learns to identify:and give thecharacteristics of the trees which are

involved in the succession toward the climax growth of his area. He

should also identify the main Causea Of -change or. :disturbance of the cli-;

-.max growth., How:bas man affected the grmith Of the'area? How is man

working to regulate growth?
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(CLASSROOM) (OBSERVATION SITE) (CLASSROOM)

TREE SUCCESSION

Introduction Observation Application to

2. 1. student values

4. 3. 2.

4. 5.

I

6.

i

Math

2. Social Studies

3. Art

4. Science

5. Music

6. Language Arts
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OBSERVATION-SITE WORK WITH TREE SUCCESSION (MATH)

Act

'The noting of 'numbers of the various types of trees and the com-

parison of their numbers at different times in the succession of growth

Will be important in the understanding of succession ideas.

This activity will be most successful with Several observation

sites, each at a different stage of growth toward a particular climax

community. .The students can divide into groups to make these number mea-

surements. One group can measure and mark a one-hundred foot square area;

-several other groups will be needed to take a count of and record the

number of each type of tree within that area.

When this has been done at each of the different aged sites, the

count should be given to all of the students and they can each find the

percentages of each of the types of trees at the different stages.

A volunteer group of students could then make overlay graphs to

show id-le successive percentage of the different types of trees all together.
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OBSERVATION-SITE WORK WITH TREE SUCCESSION (ART)

Activity

Pick one of the early growth observation sites and have each stu-

dent make sketches of how the area looks at its present growth stage and

of how it will look in twenty years. These sketches can be kept in the

students' journals which were begun at the observation site for patterns

and which should be continued through all observation site work.

As a type of evaluation at the end of the tree succession project,

have the students do the same type of sketches at the site again. Their

concept of the types of trees which will be growing in a forest of a given

age should he fairly well developed at the end of the project. They may

also show a greater ability to draw the various types of trees after the

extended work with tree characterization in the pre-site student project.

Discussion

What interactions do you think that man will have with this site

during the next twenty years? How near is this area to a major population

center? How fast is that area expanding? Will the need for this site

increase as the population center continues to expand? How?
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OBSERVATION-SITE WORK WITH TREE SUCCESSION (SCIENCE)

Student Project

For this project the student will need two observation sites. One

will be a garbage dump, and the other a stump or old log.

The stump will present many varieties of breakdown organisms which

are new to the students. Look for mushrooms, fungi, mosses, lichens, in-

sects, bugs, and other animals living in or around the stump. These

things, as well as weather forces, help to break the dead wood into nu-

trients which will again be used in the cycle of succession. Discuss the

cycle of tree birth, growth, death, and breakdown. What living things use

the trees at different stages? In which stages do men use the trees?

At the dump find all the processes which will help break down any

of the materials found. Direct the students' attention also to the objects

that do not break doWn or take a long time to disintegrate. Explain how

man has developed many methods to keep the natural erosive forces from

working on products such as glass, metal, or plastic.

After the students have compared the breakdown processes at both

sites, have them gather more information about the disintegration of man-

made products.
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(CLASSROOM) (OBSERVATION SITE) CLASSROOM

TREE SUCCESSION
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POST-SITE WORk WITH TREE SUCCESSION SOCIAL STUDIES)

A Time Guide Within the Tree's Growth Rings

14,i,,Orli1)4.-4
'49 Aswfri

" a\\ fait6SW.4,kJ,

A time guide of your community's growth can he related to the

yearly growth rings shown in a slab of wood. The students label the

growth rings by year, beginning with the most recent growth at the outside

and moving toward the center, with each ring representing one year. The

dates are written on the small paper and pin flags, and also on an accom-

panying chart. Then it is up to the,students to find the events that

changed the community during each of those years, and to fill in the

chart. These events may have been detrimental to the community, such as

forest fire, flood, and drought, or may have been related to building prog-

ress, such as new industries, farm clearing or road building.
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POST-SITE WORK WITH TREE SUCCESSION (SOCIAL STUDIES)

"7-

Activity

Imagine the development of a forest community around the tree which

is represented by your wood slab-, and draw pictures of how this community

Might have looked during five-year intervals. Then, campare the growth

of the forest community with the growth of your cammunity on the time

continuum represented by the tree.

Discussion

In what ways could the growth of the forest community have affected

your environment? Could the growth of your community have affected the

forest? How have the forest communities helped man during this period of

growth? How has your community helped man during this time?
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POST-SITE WORK WITH TREE SUCCESSION (LANGUAGE ARTS)

AE.cjaiLY

Have the students write a prose description of the observation

site, using words which they do not normally use to describe common ob-

jects such as trees, rocks, streams, and sky. The class can be encouraged

not to tell the reader directly what they are writing about, but only

through the use of sensory hmagexy and new descriptions of common objects.

For example, a student could define a valley with a river at the bottam

as a trench with a pathwinding sheet of glass, or the sky as the dome of

our sphere.

This assignment can be made easier for the students if they are

given a phrase or a choice of phrases with which they can begin. The

followiag samples of student writing were begun with "Here I stand . . .."

Other beginnings might be "Slowly, as I walk . . .," "Listen, just lis-

ten . . .," or "Stirring through the cobwebs of my mind . . .."

Surprising results can be achieved by fifth graders in creative

writing. For the following examples, the suggestion was made to the stu-

dents that they could begin with "Here I stand," and then hmagine them-

selves in a beautiful place and describe their feelings or surroundings.
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Here I stand in the bareable world.
Thinking of the green forest and the blue skies--
Watching the stream of clear water flow by--
Smelling the freshness of the clean air in the sky.
As I lifted my head I could see the glittering snow and

wondered if it was going to stay that way. I knew it
would if you would care.

Ronnie Eldridge
Fifth Grade
Sedro-Woolley, Washington

Wake Up World

Here I stand, glancing into a tunnel of time. I

can see creations that have not yet been tortured to ugliness.
The beauty astounds me:

the pure white snow covered mountains,
fascinating valleys filled with nothing but living loveliness.

Why can't the rest of our dimension be like this? Why
don't all the people care? Will Earth be destroyed? No!
Our dimension is going to stay alive with all its might,
and we're going to help it. Will you?

Kris Eberli
Fifth grade
Sedro-ioolley, Washington

Here I stand,, sightseeing. Toward the unsurfaced
Hard to know why, yet, it isn't. It's coming up. It's so
much better. This hasn't been tracked.

From afar, many triangles and flats. It's easy now. The
greenness of it all. It's right here. Just some little places
on the crust. Every bladed thing below has its right to be
green. Across the non-bladed into the bladed I strive. It's
not going to be unliving either. The wetness that expands into
the natural fields of the future. Dropping down the high greens.
Now gone swiftly toward the future, where it will rest peacefully.

Dena Cole
Fifth Grade
Sedro-Woolley
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Majestical

Here I stand. I spy this flooding vain of liquid.
The majestic land I know.

The'pale and dark colors tower above and below. I see
myself in the pure vains of liquid. The dome of our sphere
is pale; it's glare so delicate on the faces of the creatures
in this wonderful land.

The sheer joy of being human strikes me!
Untouched by damage stands this land I know so well.
The blades of green I touch so often with lovingness and
care. Entering God's masterpiece, other living things, human
or not, will live, love, perish, and otherwise.

The tremendous Land of Gre t!

Mandy Burnett
Fifth Grade
Sedro-Woolley, Washington
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POST-SITE WORK WITH TREE SUCCESSION (AUSIC AND LANGUAGE ARTS)

Activity

.The students can develop a presentation of their creative writing

to be given to their parents or to other students. In this presentation,

the students read their own writing and tape record it against a background

of music. Slides of the subjects in the writing can be shown along with

this tape.

To begin working with the tape, the students should first pick

five or six pop tunes which have the same themes as their writing. Then,

as they read each selection of written work aloud to the class, the class

can decide with which music that reading fits, and make a list of the

order of songs and the order of readings under each song. Each student

will need to practice reading his work very slowly and with expression.

For the tape, the recording microphone can be held toward the record

player with the volume up and then given to tne student as the volume is

faded. Several practice sessions may be required before the final tape

is made.

The students are proud of having their work fit into a final pro-

duction which seems quite professional with the use of music and tape.

By working with readings and music together, the students learn to find

themes and main ideas in the words of both, and to recognize that serious

ideas fit with slow and more serious music, while other ideas fit with

a lighter style of music. The students also have a chance to learn about

expression in reading, and if slides are used, he further identifies main

ideas to be represented by these slides.


